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ABSTRACT: Homing endonucleases are used in a wide range of
biotechnological applications including gene editing, in gene drive
systems, and for the modification of DNA structures, arrays, and
prodrugs. However, controlling nuclease activity and sequence
specificity remain key challenges when developing new tools. Here a
photoresponsive homing endonuclease was engineered for optical
control of DNA cleavage by partitioning DNA binding and nuclease
domains of the monomeric homing endonuclease I-TevI into
independent polypeptide chains. Use of the Aureochrome1a light-
oxygen-voltage domain delivered control of dimerization with light.
Illumination reduced the concentration needed to achieve 50% cleavage
of the homing target site by 6-fold when compared to the dark state,
resulting in an up to 9-fold difference in final yields between cleavage products. I-TevI nucleases with and without a native I-TevI
zinc finger motif displayed different nuclease activity and sequence preference impacting the promiscuity of the nuclease domain. By
harnessing an alternative DNA binding domain, target preference was reprogrammed only when the nuclease lacked the I-TevI zinc
finger motif. This work establishes a first-generation photoresponsive platform for spatiotemporal activation of DNA cleavage.
KEYWORDS: homing endonuclease, light-oxygen-voltage domain, DNA cleavage, light-induced dimerization, programmable nuclease,
photoresponsive

■ INTRODUCTION
Homing endonucleases promote the site-directed integration
of mobile genetic elements by single- or double-strand DNA
breaks.1,2 To ensure the integrity of the host’s genome, homing
endonucleases are typically encoded within self-splicing introns
or inteins and have lengthy recognition sites (14−44 bp).3 The
resulting high specificity makes homing endonucleases
particularly suited for genome editing and gene drive
applications.4−7 Tailoring the sequence specificity of homing
endonucleases, however, remains a significant challenge for
protein engineering. Where other classes of nucleases such as
engineered zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs)8,9 and transcription
activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs)10−12 as well as
clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats
(CRISPR)13−15 associated nucleases can be targeted using
predictable protein:DNA and RNA:DNA interactions, homing
endonucleases typically have less predictable interactions with
DNA and often require in vivo selection methods to modify
target specificity.7,16 Hybrid homing endonucleases have
therefore been developed that leverage this predictability by
combining elements of ZFNs, TALENs, and the CRISPR-
associated enzyme 9 (Cas9).17−20 The success of these
programmable endonucleases has led to applications in diverse
fields outside of genome editing and gene drive systems
including in biomaterials,21 biological sensing,22 clinical

diagnostics,23 and biosecurity.24 Despite the widespread use
of CRISPR-based tools, TALENs and homing endonucleases
outperform CRISPR nuclease systems in certain uses due to
their differences in activity and the mechanism of locating
target sequences.25,26 In all such applications controlling
nuclease activity and sequence specificity is fundamental.

The I-TevI homing endonuclease is encoded within the
thymidylate synthase gene of bacteriophage T4.27,28 It has
been developed into a programmable endonuclease for
genome editing.17,19,20,29 Its modular domain arrangement
and activity as a monomer has made it ideal for controlling
site-specific dsDNA cleavage. I-TevI is composed of a N-
terminal GIY-YIG30,31 nuclease domain and C-terminal helix-
turn-helix (HTH) DNA binding domain (DBD) joined by a
flexible linker (Figure 1a).32,33 The I-TevI nuclease recognizes
a 38 bp homing site with nanomolar affinity, the specificity of
which is dictated by contacts made through the flexible linker
and HTH DBD.32−35 The GIY-YIG nuclease domain cleaves
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both strands of the target DNA at its minimal 5′-CN↑NN↓G-
3′ cleavage motif to leave two nucleotide overhangs, while a ZF
motif positioned within the linker region acts as a molecular
“ruler” positioning the nuclease domain 28 bp upstream from
the DBD binding site.33 Crystal structures show that the
flexible linker binds to the minor groove of the target DNA,
permitting a degree of sequence tolerance within the homing
site (Figure 1a).34−37 Replacing the natural HTH DBD
domain of I-TevI with ZFs, TALEs, or alternative inactive
homing endonucleases has enabled reprogramming of
sequence specificity for targeted genome editing.17,29,38 For
these programmable I-TevI endonucleases, there is a strict
distance requirement between the catalytic domain and DBD

binding sites on the target DNA. This distance constraint has
been exploited in I-TevI Cas9 chimeras to cut dsDNA at two
locations and give defined deletion lengths to improve
methods for nonhomologous end joining gene knockouts.19

Here the modular domain arrangement of I-TevI was adapted
to create proteins where light-induced dimerization controls
DNA cleavage. Partitioning DNA binding and endonuclease
activities into different polypeptides allows for control through
light-oxygen-voltage (LOV) photoreceptors with the potential
to manipulate catalytic properties and cleavage precision by
adjusting duration, distribution, and intensity of the irradiation.

LOV domain photoreceptors are versatile proteins for
engineering photoresponsive biological systems due to their
small size and their well-established and reversible mechanism
of optical control over both natural and artificial effector
modules.39 LOV photoreceptors utilize a flavin chromophore,
which through blue light irradiation reacts with a conserved
cysteine to form a semistable cysteinyl-flavin adduct. Signal
transduction from the chromophore-binding pocket to effector
modules occurs through N- and C-terminal helices40 and is
mediated by the central β-sheet of the LOV domain core.41,42

NMR measurements have suggested that a thermodynamic
driving force of ∼3.8 kcal mol−1 of free energy is available for
light-driven effector activation,43 offering a dynamic range of
more than 100-fold between the dark and light (photo-
activated) states. Examples such as the LovTAP transcription
factor based on Avena sativa LOV2 have shown that from
originally modest responses improvements of the dynamic
range can be achieved by rational engineering.44,45 Previously,
we have shown that Ochromonas danica Aureochrome 1a
(Au1a) homodimerizes in response to irradiation with blue
light; the light state relaxes with a half-life of 112 min.46 Here
we exploit this LOV photoreceptor in an artificial light-induced
dimerization system to control homing nuclease activity with
blue light for transient activation and a modular structure to
program sequence specificity.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chimeric fusions of the GIY-YIG nuclease domain and HTH
DBD of I-TevI with the Au1a LOV domain were constructed
to separate the DNA cleavage and binding activities of I-TevI
(Figure 1a,b). For previously engineered endonucleases, the I-
TevI nuclease was truncated between residues 169 and 206 of
the linker domain to use alternative DBDs to control target
specificity.17,29 Notably, the ZF motif (residues 139−169) is
essential for GIY-YIG catalytic activity.32 Here, for optical
control, the I-TevI nuclease was split at residue 170 directly
adjacent to the ZF to minimize any affinity the nuclease
domain could have for DNA in the absence of the native I-
TevI DBD (Figure 1). Specificity toward the minimal 5′--CN↑
NN↓G-3′ cleavage site through ZF and nuclease specific
contacts was designed to be retained. The I-TevI GIY-YIG
nuclease domain (residues 1−170) was fused to the N-
terminus of the Au1a LOV domain, generating construct I-
TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a, while the linker and HTH domains
(residues 171−245) were fused to the C-terminus of Au1a
LOV domain, forming construct Au1a−I-TevIDBD (Supporting
Information). This split design reduced the toxicity of the
nuclease to E. coli, enabling plasmid assembly whereas the
native full-length I-TevI sequence is intractable to cloning and
expression.47

The light-induced dimerization of nuclease and DNA
binding parts was designed to enhance affinity of the nuclease

Figure 1. Design of I-TevI homing endonuclease system for optical
control of DNA cleavage. (a) Structure of I-TevI homing
endonuclease, comprising N-terminal GIY-YIG nuclease domain
(light blue, PDB: 1LN0, residues 1−96) and C-terminal HTH
DNA binding domain (navy, PDB 1T2T, residues 205−245). The
connecting linker domain (green, PDB 1T2T residues 97−204)
contains a ZF motif (residues 139−170). (b) The I-TevI light-
induced nuclease is based on splitting the monomeric I-TevI homing
endonuclease into two polypeptides, one comprising the nuclease
domain (light blue) and the other the HTH DBD (navy) and both
fused to an Au1a LOV domain (red). Under blue light conditions,
dimerization of the I-TevI catalytic and DBD parts through Au1a
domains was designed to increase cleavage of the homing site. Red
and black triangles describe top and bottom strand nicking sites
within the 5′ CNNNG 3′ cleavage motif.
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domain for its target DNA over monomeric components and
thereby result in DNA cleavage under blue light conditions
(Figure 1b). The nuclease activity of I-TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a
and Au1a−I-TevIDBD constructs were tested both independ-
ently and combined under dark (performed under low
intensity red light, 623 nm) and illuminated conditions (450
nm). Two ∼600 bp cyanine 5.5-labeled fluorescent DNA
substrates were used, T38 containing the complete 38 bp I-
TevI homing site (Figure 2a) and TsP3/P3, which lacks the
inserted homing site and internal NcoI control cleavage site
(Figure 2b). Although TsP3/P3 does not have the homing site,
the minimal catalytic cleavage CNNNG motif is present due to
its high frequency of occurrence. For both target DNAs, when
I-TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a and Au1a−I-TevIDBD were incu-
bated independently for 2 min no cleavage products were
observed (Figure 2a,b). Only on mixing both I-TevICAT(1−
170)−Au1a and Au1a−I-TevIDBD in a 1:1 molar ratio under
blue light (450 nm) was 95% of the T38 substrate cut. In dark
conditions, cleavage of the T38 substrate was significantly
reduced to 13%. The product has a well-defined band on 2%
agarose gel, equivalent to control digestions of restriction
enzyme NcoI and for which the cleavage site is adjacent to the
I-TevI homing site. Sequencing of the fluorescently labeled
product mapped the cleavage site to the anticipated CNNNG
motif of the T38 homing site (Figure 2c). The TsP3/P3
control substrate lacking the homing site was not digested
under light or dark conditions. Likewise, the activity for three
alternative substrates containing truncated homing site
sequences (T33, T27, and T23) was reduced compared to
the full-length homing substrate (Figure S1). Taken together,
these data confirmed the achievement of our initial design goal
and that the light-induced dimerization of I-TevICAT(1−170)−

Au1a and Au1a−I-TevIDBD through the Au1a LOV domain
enhances catalysis over the activity of the isolated components
containing only either the GIY-YIG or HTH domains of I-
TevI.

Next, single-turnover cleavage assays following nuclease
activity under dark and illuminated conditions were performed
for I-TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a and Au1a−I-TevIDBD parts mixed
in a 1:1 ratio to establish the kinetic behavior of DNA cleavage
(Figure 2d−f). Catalysis of I-TevI has been described
previously to have an initial burst phase, followed by a slower
steady-state rate likely due to product inhibition.29 Our Au1a
split system displayed a similar single-turnover profile under
both light and dark conditions (Figure 2d−f). By varying the
enzyme concentration under blue light (Figure 2d), it was
apparent that the initial single-turnover rate (kobs) dictated the
catalytic turnover for 40 min (Figure 2d). After the initial
exponential turnover no further cleavage was observed most
likely due to product inhibition.29 Using 125 nM I-TevICAT(1−
170)−Au1a and 125 nM I-TevIDBD with 13 nM substrate
DNA, a 4-fold difference in kobs between illuminated
(kobs(light), 0.87 ± 0.02 min−1) and dark-state reactions
(kobs(dark), 0.21 ± 0.04 min−1) was observed (Figure 2f). This
corresponds to a ∼7-fold reduction in activity of the light-
induced dimerization system under blue light when compared
with previously reported monomeric I-TevI constructs, most
likely due to unoptimized steric constraints from the chimeric
fusion to the LOV domain and reduced affinity for DNA.29

The kinetic profile for the dark-state enzyme closely followed
that observed for the equivalent light state with lower enzyme
concentrations. This suggests that in the dark, a lower active
concentration of functional nuclease is present due to the
difference in dimerization affinities of the LOV domain under

Figure 2. Characterization of the split I-TevI Au1a endonuclease system. (a) Cleavage of cy5.5-labeled T38 target DNA with homing site with
different combinations of parts (I-TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a and Au1a−I-TevIDBD) under blue light and dark conditions. (b) Control cleavage
reaction of cy5.5-labeled TsP3/P3 DNA lacking I-TevI homing site. Several CNNNG cleavage sites are present but not cut. (c) Sequencing of the
product of the T38 target DNA after cleavage under blue light. (d) Cleavage reaction with different concentrations (12.5−80 nM) of a 1:1 molar
ratio of I-TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a and Au1a−I-TevIDBD, and 13 nM substrate. (e) Single-turnover cleavage of T38 DNA with 1:1 mixed I-TevI
catalytic and DBD parts. f) Plot of single-turnover cleavage activity under blue light and dark conditions, plotted as means ± SD, n = 3.
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dark and blue light conditions. At these concentrations, target
DNA is almost entirely cleaved under blue light illumination,
with only 10% cleavage after 60 min in the dark, equating to a
9-fold difference in yield of cleavage products. It should be
noted that when tested at 10-fold higher enzyme concen-
trations (1.25 μM), significant off-target nuclease activity was
observed and TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a was active in the
absence of the Au1a−I-TevIDBD construct (Figure S2),
illustrating how balancing the affinities and concentrations of
the DNA and I-TevI parts is essential for obtaining optical
control over activity and specificity.

To better understand how the enzyme concentration altered
the optical response of the light activated system, the
percentage cleavage arising from the initial turnover was
measured under illuminated and dark conditions for a range of
enzyme concentrations and 13 nM substrate (Figure 3a). Both

I-TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a and Au1a−I-TevIDBD were held in a
1:1 molar ratio. A sigmoidal cleavage curve was observed and
fitted using a Hill coefficient of 2, which is consistent with
cooperativity between the I-TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a and
Au1a−I-TevIDBD constructs. The enzyme concentration that
resulted in 50% cleavage under illuminated and dark
conditions (EC50) was 0.04 ± 0.01 μM and 0.25 ± 0.07 μM,
respectively, equating to a 6-fold difference in endonuclease
activity between light and dark states, a noteworthy level of
optical control for a first-generation design and likely to be in
part due to the utility of Au1a LOV domain for engineering.
To further demonstrate the potential of the split I-TevI
homing endonuclease system for temporal control, the
endonuclease activity was induced after 15- and 30 min

using blue light (Figure 3b). An increase in activity was
observed upon illumination in both cases, and a single
exponential was fitted after the point of induction. The
single-turnover rate and ultimate yield after 60 min for each
delayed reaction (15, 30 min inductions) was reduced
compared with the reaction with no delay (0 min), possibly
due to instability of the catalytic domain, which was observed
to precipitate at higher concentrations under reaction
conditions. Nonetheless, a clear enhancement of catalysis
occurs with blue light and demonstrates the potential for
temporal control for DNA editing methods.

Next, the modular capacity of the split Au1a I-TevI homing
nuclease system was investigated to establish whether the DNA
target sequence could be reprogrammed by exchanging the
DBD module. A new DBD construct was prepared comprising
the Au1a LOV domain fused to the tandem zinc finger domain,
P3ZF (Au1a−P3ZF, Supporting Information). The DNA
recognition site of the P3ZF, 5′-GCA GTG GCG-3′, is
significantly shorter than that of the native HTH and linker
domains of I-TevI. Four different substrates containing
different combinations of the I-TevI homing site and a
palindromic sP3/P3 zinc finger site (Figure 4a,b) were
compared by single point cleavage experiments using the I-
TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a nuclease. By exploiting a palindromic
sP3/P3 sequence (TsP3/P3), we aimed to target the internal
5′-CACTG-3′ cleavage site within the P3 binding site rather
than the previously used native I-TevI sequence. The total
target length of the sP3/P3 target was 18bp, and two binding
and cleavage modes were anticipated (Figure 4a, Supporting
Information). With the native I-TevI DBD, Au1a−I-TevIDBD,
cleavage was observed for substrates that contained the
cognate homing site (T38, T38ΔP3) but not the substrates
lacking the homing site (TsP3/P3, TΔP3) (Figure 4b). With
the alternative Au1a−P3ZF DBD there were changes in
sequence preference but the substrates containing the I-TevI
homing site were still preferentially cleaved over substrates
with the P3 sites. It is likely that P3ZF DBD was unable to fully
alter the specificity of the split I-TevI endonuclease system
because I-TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a retained some specificity for
the native homing site. The source of this affinity was expected
to arise through the nuclease ZF motif (residues 130−169),
which is known to be important in maintaining the distance
constraints for cleavage of the full-length nuclease and which
was retained in the split nuclease domain. Therefore, to probe
the effect of the I-TevI ZF on the promiscuity of the nuclease
domain, the I-TevICAT(1−130)−Au1a catalytic construct was
generated without the native I-TevI ZF motif (Supporting
Information).

Single-turnover cleavage assays for equimolar mixtures (230
nM) of I-TevICAT(1−130)−Au1a and Au1a−I-TevIDBD parts
were performed for the native I-TevI homing site T38
substrate (13 nM) (Figure 5a,b). Similar kinetic behavior
was observed for the truncated nuclease under blue light and
dark conditions, giving rate constants of kobs(light) of 0.05
min−1 and kobs(dark) of 0.03 min−1, respectively. As
anticipated, removing the I-TevI nuclease ZF motif reduced
the enzyme activity, likely because of the reduced affinity of the
nuclease domain for the 5′-CNNNG-3′ nuclease site. None-
theless, optical control of the nuclease activity was retained,
resulting in near full cleavage of the I-TevI homing site under
blue light after 2 h, while in the dark cleavage was limited,
yielding an 8-fold difference in final cleavage. Nonspecific
products were observed for the truncated I-TevICAT(1−130)−

Figure 3. Demonstration of the light-induced dimerization I-TevI
homing endonuclease system. (a) Plot following the effect of
increasing enzyme concentration on the dynamic range. Plotted as
means ± SD, n = 3 and fitted with a Hill-coefficient of 2 due to
cooperativity between catalytic and DBD (I-TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a
and Au1a−I-TevIDBD). EC50 values of 0.04 μM and 0.25 μM were
determined for light and dark conditions, a 6-fold difference in
activity. (b) Graph of temporal control of activity by inducing DNA
cleavage with blue light at time points of 0, 15, and 30 min as well as
an uninduced control reaction.
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Au1a nuclease in both dark and illuminated reactions, and
there was an overall loss of fluorescence intensity across the
time course, which had not previously been observed for the I-
TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a construct (Figure S3). It was clear
that removal of the ZF motif reduced cleavage fidelity of the
homing site irrespective of illumination conditions. An EC50 of
0.07 ± 0.01 μM under illuminated conditions was established
by varying the concentration of I-TevICAT(1−130)−Au1a and
Au1a−I-TevIDBD relative to the T38 homing site substrate
(Figure 5b), comparable to that for complexes containing the

more active I-TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a. This demonstrates that
although the initial rate is reduced, the enzyme concentration
required to cleave a given concentration of DNA is maintained.
An accurate concentration of nuclease that results in 50%
cleavage (EC50) could not be determined for the dark state
because enzyme concentrations above 0.4 μM led to significant
nonspecific cleavage for both the light and dark conditions due
to the lesser specificity of the construct lacking the I-TevI ZF.
Nonspecific cleavage of DNA is the dominant activity in the

Figure 4. Comparison of substrate preference with different DBD modules. (a) Illustration of four DNA substrates assembled with or without the
T38 homing site and/or palindromic P3 target sites. Target CNNNG sites are underlined. Deleted sequences are indicated with a red cross (b)
Left: (Native I-TevI DBD, Au1a−I-TevIDBD), right: (P3ZF DBD, Au1a−P3ZF) in a 1:1 molar ratio with the I-TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a nuclease.
Substrates have all possible combinations of the I-TevI homing and sP3/P3 sites as detailed with the positive and negative signs. Highlighted sites
with positive sign are the substrates that are predicted to undergo cleavage with the respective DBD parts. Intrinsic specificity of the I-TevICAT(1−
170)−Au1a nuclease part for the I-TevI homing site means cleavage of T38 and T38ΔP3 is favored in both cases. Data are plotted as means ± SD,
n = 3.
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dark without dimerization of I-TevICAT(1−130)−Au1a and
Au1a−I-TevIDBD.

To establish whether I-TevICAT(1−130)−Au1a could be
reprogrammed to target the P3 site using the Au1a−P3ZF
DBD, the substrate preference was examined by single point
cleavage experiments with 2 h incubation periods for four
substrates with different combinations of the I-TevI homing
and P3 target sites (Figure 6a). Under blue light, the substrate
preference using both Au1a−I-TevIDBD and Au1a−P3ZF DBD
were compared. As for the more active I-TevICAT(1−170)−
Au1a construct, the truncated I-TevICAT(1−130)−Au1a
nuclease displayed preference for the native I-TevI homing
site (substrates T38, T38ΔP3) with the corresponding Au1a−
I-TevIDBD. Exchanging the DBD partner for Au1a−P3ZF
resulted in a change in substrate preference of the I-
TevICAT(1−130)−Au1a nuclease for substrates with the P3
sites (T38, TsP3/P3). Single-turnover cleavage kinetics were
measured for the TsP3/P3 substrate under blue light and in
the dark with I-TevICAT(1−130)−Au1a and Au1a−P3ZF in a
1:1 ratio (Figure 6b,c). Cleavage of the TsP3/P3 substrate
occurred under illuminated conditions and resulted in two
product bands defined as site 1 and site 2. On review of the
target DNA, a second P3-like binding site differing in a single
nucleotide (5′ GCA GTA GCG 3′) was found 126 bp
downstream of the designed site. As numerous minimal
CNNNG cleavage sites are present, this site is likely to give rise
to the second cleavage band detected. As previously observed
for the I-TevICAT(1−130)−Au1a construct with Au1a−I-
TevIDBD, significant nonspecific cleavage was observed which
impeded sequencing of the cut sites and resulted in a reduction
of ∼50% fluorescence intensity for kinetic experiments under
both dark and light conditions. No cleavage was observed
under dark conditions. The two cleavage sites highlight how,

for monomeric nucleases, the 9 bp ZF target site is not specific
enough for genome editing applications, whereas for applied
ZFNs, dimerization of the nuclease domain doubles target
length to overcome this limitation. Taken together, these data
demonstrate that removal of the intrinsic ZF motif from the I-
TevI nuclease module allows the reprogramming of substrate
selectivity, albeit at a cost in overall catalytic activity and
fidelity.

The native I-TevI nuclease is toxic to E. coli.47 To determine
if this is true of the split nuclease system when coexpressed, the
of I-TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a and Au1a−I-TevIDBD parts were
assembled into a plasmid in a single operon under the
rhamnose promoter and transformed into E. coli. Coexpression
of the nuclease parts with 0.3% and 1% rhamnose under blue
light significantly reduced the survival rate compared with the
unexpressed controls in plasmids with and without the
additional RhaS gene (rhamnose promoter activator), Figure
S4. Like the native I-TevI nuclease, this confirms that the split
system cleaves genomic dsDNA in vivo but will require the
nuclease fidelity and programmable sequence specificity to be
further optimized for applications in E. coli and other
organisms to limit any potentially constraining toxicity.

■ CONCLUSION
Here we report the design, synthesis, and characterization of a
novel modular photoresponsive nuclease comprising compo-
nents of the monomeric I-TevI homing endonuclease split into
different polypeptides and fused with the Au1a LOV domain in
a light-induced dimerization system. The Au1a LOV photo-
receptor proved a facile and rapid protein system for
establishing control by blue light irradiation with minimal
design challenges; for the first time, a dynamic range of 6- to 9-
fold was achieved even without optimization. The light-

Figure 5. Kinetic characterization of the truncated nuclease part, I-TevICAT(1−130)−Au1a with Au1a−I-TevIDBD for the I-TevI homing site under
blue light and dark conditions. (a) 2% agarose DNA gel following cleavage of cy5.5 T38 substrate and plot of percentage cleavage taken at each
time point with T38 substrate. (b) Cleavage of T38 substrate at increasing enzyme concentrations. Nuclease and DBD parts were held in a 1:1
molar ratio and fitted with a Hill-coefficient of 2. EC50 of 0.07 μM under light conditions. Data are plotted as means ± SD, n = 3.
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induced dimerization system reported here can be pro-
grammed to target alternative DNA sequences through
exploiting different DBDs as for monomeric I-TevI endonu-
cleases,17,29,38 but this comes at the cost of having to reduce
overall nuclease activity of the I-TevI nuclease by removing the
internal ZF motif which in turn reduced cleavage fidelity.
Numerous robust in vivo selection screens have been
developed for improving gene-editing nucleases for application
and can now be exploited to increase activity and improve
fidelity.7,16,48,49 Our system opens the possibility for a library of
light controlled nucleases with alternative DBDs to the I-TevI
HTH and P3ZF used here for programmed DNA cleavage
including using the inactive variant of CRISPR-dCas9 and
guide RNAs to drive cleavage.19,50 For application, the use of a
light-induced dimerization homing endonuclease system
requires balancing the affinities between nuclease and DBD
modules, each module for the DNA, and catalytic activity.
Likewise, an appropriate time frame for cleavage must be
established to ensure that the reduced activity in the dark does
not reach light-state levels. With this approach, engineering
modern genetic tools with optical control is now readily
obtainable. For gene-editing applications where cleavage
precision is paramount, higher fidelity is first required before
the photoresponsive I-TevI nuclease can be fully exploited.
The modular I-TevI nuclease is however well suited for in vitro

purposes and may have applications for controlling the top-
down synthesis of DNA nanostructures for 2D and 3D DNA
architectures and microarrays and the release of molecular
payloads from DNA-based precursors.51,52 As these applica-
tions typically do not require high fidelity, the light-responsive
I-TevI nuclease developed here could be applied without
further engineering for optical control. In summary, we have
demonstrated that monomeric homing endonucleases can be
reengineered for optical control with programmable specificity
by fusion of independent functional domains to LOV domain
photoreceptors with notable dynamic range for a first-
generation platform.

■ METHODS
Plasmid Assembly. To construct plasmids encoding I-

TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a, Au1a−I-TevIDBD, and Au1a−P3ZF,
fragments of I-TevI, Au1a, and P3ZF genes were amplified by
PCR using oligonucleotides detailed in Table S1 and
PrimeStarHS (Takara Bio. Inc.). Plasmid templates for Au1a
were kindly provided by Prof. Harald Janovjak (Flinders
University), for P3ZF (pPDAZ.P3-Sharkey) by Prof. Carlos F.
Barbas, III (The Scripps Research Institute),16 and for I-TevI
purchased from GenScript in vector PCCI. PCR products were
gel purified and assembled into a modified pET28a vector with
N-terminal His6 tag and TEV protease site using Golden Gate

Figure 6. Substrate preference of truncated nuclease with altered DBD modules, (a) Left: (native I-TevI DBD, Au1a−I-TevIDBD), right: (P3ZF
DBD, Au1a−P3ZF) in a 1:1 molar ratio with the I-TevICAT(1−130)−Au1a nuclease. (b) 1.5% agarose DNA gel following cleavage of cy5.5 TsP3/
P3 substrate with I-TevICAT(1−130)−Au1a and Au1a−P3ZF parts in a 1:1 ratio. Two cleavage sites are observed. (c) Plot of the relative
fluorescent intensities for site 1, site 2, and the total cleavage for the observed single-turnover cleavage under blue light. No significant cleavage
under dark conditions was observed. Data are plotted as means ± SD, n = 3.
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assembly methods.53 The truncated I-TevICAT(1−130)−Au1a
was constructed by blunt-end ligation from the larger I-
TevICAT(1−170)−Au1aLOV plasmid using oligonucleotides
detailed in Table S1 and the KLD kit (NEB). All constructs
were sequenced (Eurofins Genomics) to confirm correct
assembly from the T7 promotor and sequences are available in
the Supporting Information.

Plasmids containing the target DNA sites for endonuclease
cleavage were constructed by restriction digestion and ligation
methods. The original TsP3/P3 plasmid was kindly provided
by Prof. Carlos F. Barbas, III (The Scripps Research
Institute).16 To this plasmid was added the I-TevI
endonuclease homing site (T38) by annealing two oligonu-
cleotides (Table S1) with SpeI sites at both ends, digesting
with SpeI, and ligating within the XbaI site of the TsP3/P3
plasmid using XbaI and T4 ligase (NEB). Constructs with a
single homing site addition were confirmed by sequencing
using the sequencing oligonucleotide detailed in Table S1. The
TΔP3 control plasmid and truncated homing endonuclease
site plasmids (T23, T27, and T33) were made using the same
methods with alternative oligonucleotides (Table S1). The
plasmid T38ΔP3 where the P3 sites were removed was
generated from T38 plasmid by blunt-end ligation and
oligonucleotides detailed in Table S1.
Protein Expression and Purification. Plasmids encoding

I-TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a, I-TevICAT(1−130)−Au1a, Au1a−I-
TevIDBD, and Au1a−P3ZF were freshly transformed for each
expression into the BL21(AI) E. coli strain and plated on LB
agar supplemented with 1% glucose and 50 μg mL−1

kanamycin. Colonies were picked and grown for 16 h in LB
media with 1% glucose and 50 μg mL−1 kanamycin at 37 °C.
Five milliliters of the initial culture was added to 500 mL of
terrific broth media supplemented with additional 1% glucose
and 50 μg mL−1 kanamycin at 37 °C and shaking at 250 rpm in
the dark. Large-scale cultures were grown until OD600 nm 1.0,
and protein production was induced by addition of 4 g L−1 L-
arabinose. Cultures were grown for a further 16 h at 16 °C
before cells were harvested by centrifugation at 6000 rpm for
15 min and pellets frozen at −20 °C.

All proteins were purified by immobilized metal affinity
chromatography (IMAC) under red light (623 nm, 14.4W 24
V SMD 5050 red LEDs, Ledxon Modular) to ensure that the
Au1a LOV domain was maintained in the dark state before
further application. Cell pellets were suspended in lysis buffer,
50 mM HEPES, 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP with 5 mg of
lysozyme, and 10 mg of PMSF and sonicated at 4 °C. The
insoluble cell debris was removed by centrifugation at 16 000
rpm for 40 min. The supernatant was applied to a Ni2+-NTA
column equilibrated in buffer and a gradient of imidazole (20,
40, 60, 250 mM) containing lysis buffer applied. Once purified,
the imidazole was removed by buffer exchange into lysis buffer,
and TEV protease was used to remove the His6 tag by
overnight proteolysis at 4 °C. The I-TevICAT−Au1a constructs
required large amounts of TEV protease, equating to 0.2 equiv
in order to completely remove the His6 tag, possibly due to
steric hindrance through its N-terminal location in the I-TevI
catalytic domain. After cleavage was complete, proteins were
passed through a Ni2+-NTA column in lysis buffer
supplemented with 20 mM imidazole. An additional 2 mg of
FMN was added to ensure saturation of the LOV photo-
receptor, and the protein buffer was exchanged with lysis
buffer, concentrated to 250 μM, and stored at −20 °C. An
extinction coefficient for Au1a of 9135 M−1 cm−1 under fully

illuminated (blue light, 450 nm) conditions was used to
establish protein concentration. UV spectral changes (200−
600 nm) between light and dark conditions confirmed that the
blue light LEDs used were sufficiently bright to fully switch all
proteins used with <20 s of exposure.

DNA cleavage assays: Fluorescent substrate DNA was
generated by PCR amplification using PrimeStarHS (Takara
Bio. Inc.) and T38, T38ΔP3, TsP3/P3, or TΔP3 templates
using primers detailed in Table S1, giving 545−622 bp
fragments labeled at the 5′ end of the forward strand with
cyanine 5.5 fluorophore. Fragments were gel purified on a 1.5%
agarose gel in TAE buffer and eluted in H2O at concentrations
between 50 and 200 ng μL−1. Target substrates were analyzed
using a nanodrop spectrophotometer (ThermoFisher Scien-
tific) to ensure reproducibility between substrate batches and
the quality of DNA isolated.

DNA cleavage reactions were set up in CutSmart buffer (50
mM potassium acetate, 10 mM magnesium acetate, 100 μg/
mL BSA, pH 7.9) supplemented with 1 mM dithiothreitol
(DTT). Nuclease and DBD proteins were diluted to 1.25−2.5
μM and the different constructs mixed in a 1:1 ratio or kept
separate to generate stocks in CutSmart buffer supplemented
with 1 mM DTT. Fluorescent target DNAs were diluted to 5
ng μL−1, and single time point (2 min I-TevICAT(1−170)−
Au1a, 2 h I-TevICAT(1−130)−Au1a) cleavage experiments
were performed under red light (623 nm, 24 V SMD 5050 red
LEDs) or blue light (450 nm, 12 V SMD 5050 blue LEDs)
using 0.125 μM enzyme. Reactions were quenched using gel
loading dye, Purple (NEB) containing SDS, and boiled at 80
°C for 5 min. Samples were analyzed using 1.5−2% agarose gel
in TAE buffer and visualized using a ChemiDoc MP Imaging
system (BioRad) using a far red epi illumination source and
715/30 emission filter to observe the cyanine 5.5 fluorophore.
Agarose gels were analyzed using Image Lab 6.1 (BioRad) with
lanes manually defined and bands selected using automated
detection. Intensities were analyzed as a percentage of the
overall intensity of detected bands within each lane to ensure
that any loading differences between lanes did not lead to
inflated errors.

Single turnover time course reactions were performed in
triplicate under dark (red light, 623 nm) and light conditions
(blue light, 450 nm). Large-scale reactions (200−600 μL) with
5 ng μL−1 fluorescent target DNA with 0.0625−0.240 μM
endonuclease (either I-TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a or TevICAT(1−
130)−Au1a) and DBD (either Au1a−I-TevIDBD or Au1a−
P3ZF) in a 1:1 ratio in CutSmart buffer plus 1 mM DTT were
generated. Twenty microliter aliquots of the reaction were
quenched at defined time points with 4 μL of gel loading dye,
Purple (NEB), and samples were boiled at 80 °C for 5 min
before being analyzed with a 1.5−2% agarose gel. Reaction
kinetics were fitted to the equation

P A e(1 )kt=
where P is percentage cleavage, A is the maximum cleavage, k is
the observed rate, and t is time.

To establish the concentration of nuclease required for 50%
cleavage (EC50) under dark (red light) and light (blue light)
conditions, the enzyme concentration was varied between
(12.5 nM to 0.55 μM) and the percentage of cleavage was
established as defined for single turnover reactions for a single
time point of 2 min for I-TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a and 130 min
for the less active TevICAT(1−130)−Au1a construct. EC50 was
determined by fitting to the equation
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where f(|nuclease|) is the fraction of fluorescent substrate
cleaved for any given nuclease concentration, fmax is the
maximum cleavage observed, and [nuclease] is the nuclease
concentration used. A Hill coefficient, H, of 2 was determined
to be most suitable for the system demonstrating cooperativity
between catalytic and DBD constructs.

Single point cleavage reactions to compare nuclease
substrate preference when exchanging DBDs were performed
with a 2 min digestion for 0.125 μM I-TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a
and 120 min digestion for 0.230 μM TevICAT(1−130)−Au1a
construct in CutSmart buffer plus 1 mM DTT. Each
fluorescent substrate (T38, T38ΔP3, TsP3/P3, TΔP3) was
diluted to 5 ng μL−1 and the percentage cleavage determined
for each DBD held in a 1:1 ratio with the nuclease domain
from a 2% agarose gel.
DNA Cleavage Mapping. Sequencing of cleavage

products was achieved by performing cleavage reactions for 1
μg of substrate DNA as outlined for single time point
experiments. Products were gel extracted to an approximate
concentration of 50 ng μL−1 in H2O and sequenced by
Eurofins Genomics using the sequencing primer detailed in
Table S1.
Coexpression of TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a and Au1a−I-

TevIDBD. Top10 E. coli chemically competent cells (100 μL
aliquots) were transformed with 2 μL of 50 ng μL−1 plasmid
DNA encoding the I-TevICAT(1−170)−Au1a and Au1a−I-
TevIDBD parts under rhamnose promoter. Two plasmids were
compared differing in whether the E. coli RhaS gene under the
J23107 promoter was included on the plasmid. Cells were heat
shocked at 42 °C for 45 s and placed on ice. One milliliter of
SOB media was added, and cells were grown at 37 °C for 1 h.
Rhamnose at the defined concentrations (0, 0.3% and 1%) was
added, and cells were grown for a further 1 h under blue light.
Cells were plated onto kanamycin LB agar and incubated for
16−20 h at 37 °C.
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